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Identify more genes per UMI  
with CRISPRclean® and Spatial  
Gene Expression
Boost informative transcripts and detect low expression genes  
in fresh frozen tissues

Introduction
Combining whole transcriptome gene expression 
profiles with histological information, providing spatially 
resolved gene expression, has sparked significant 
interest in spatial genomics. The ability to retain tissue 
organization and its cellular microenvironment while 
simultaneously probing the gene expression data has 
proved useful in various applications.1-3 For example, 
identifying tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and 
mapping structural patterns have correlated to overall 
cancer patient survival.1 However, challenges still exist 
in merging sequencing data with imaging readouts 
scalably. Sequencing read requirements are high and 
often dominated by ubiquitous transcripts that do not 
provide valuable biological information. 

Jumpcode Genomics’ CRISPRclean Single Cell RNA 
Boost Kit has proven utility in depleting common 
transcripts, such as ribosomal, mitochondrial, and 
non-variable gene content found in single-cell studies 
typically not useful in secondary analysis. The resulting 
increase in usable transcriptomic reads and detection 
of genes and UMIs enables researchers to boost 
useful information in their samples of interest. Here, 
we demonstrate the advantage of using CRISPRclean 
depletion with Visium Spatial Gene Expression to 
increase informative transcripts and detect low 
expression genes in two fresh frozen tissues: ovarian 
tumor and tonsil. 

Protocol 
Ovarian tumor and tonsil fresh frozen tissues were 
obtained from 10X Genomics and processed in 
collaboration. Briefly, the tissues were sectioned 
and fixed, then stained with hematoxylin and eosin 

stain (H&E) to allow visualization downstream. A 
permeabilization enzyme was then added to the tissue 
sections on a 10X Visium barcoded slide, releasing the 
poly-adenylated mRNA onto the primers on the spots 
located on the slide. A reverse transcription master mix 
was added to the permeabilized tissue sections and 
incubated to produce spatially barcoded, full-length 
cDNA from poly-A mRNA on the slide (see Visium 
Spatial Gene Expression User Guide for more detail).

The second strand mix was added, followed by 
denaturation and transfer of cDNA to a corresponding 
tube. The remaining steps in library construction 
were performed off chip and in-house at Jumpcode 
Genomics.

cDNA was amplified via PCR, followed by enzymatic 
fragmentation and size selection. End Repair, A-tailing, 
Adapter Ligation, and a second PCR result in a whole 
transcriptome assembly (WTA). WTA from the same 
tissue was split into two separate libraries: One library 
was prepared using the Visium Spatial Gene Expression 
library preparation, and a separate library was prepared 
with the Visium Spatial Gene Expression library 
preparation and CRISPRclean Single Cell RNA Boost 
(Figure 1).

Highlight

• 46-50% more genes per UMI were identified using 
CRISPRclean® Single Cell RNA Boost in conjunction 
with Visium® Spatial Gene Expression for tonsil and 
ovarian tumor fresh frozen tissue sections.
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Four regions for removal were targeted: ribosomal and 
mitochondrial genes in the transcript, non-variable 
genes in the transcript, ribosomal RNA in the genomic 
reads, and unaligned reads in genomic sequences. 
This content is typically uninformative for secondary 
analysis and often removed informatically. By removing 
this content prior to sequencing, reads can be re-
allocated to informative transcripts, boosting coverage 
and reducing sequencing costs. Content targeted for 
removal by CRISPRclean Single Cell RNA Boost is shown 
in Figure 2.

Results

Depletion with CRISPRclean Single Cell RNA Boost 
enhances per spot resolution, enabling detection of 
more genes.

Samples processed with CRISPRclean depletion 
recovered more information per spot, as quantified in 
Figure 3A&B. In Figure 3A, the x-axis shows the counts 
of genes divided by counts of UMI. In the depleted 
condition, we recover more UMI counts per gene, as 
evidenced by the shift in the curve to the right of the 
plot. At 1,000 reads per spot, for example, we would 
recover 320 genes in the control and 480 genes in the 
depleted condition.
Similarly, in Figure 3B, the ovarian tumor sample results 
show the same phenomenon. The depleted sample 
(orange) population is shifted to the right, showing more 
UMIs per gene in the depleted condition compared 
to the control condition. At 1,000 reads per spot, the 
control recovers 370 genes, while the depleted condition 

Figure 2: The total reads, by content, of a typical single-cell sequencing run are shown with the distribution of reads plotted on 
the x-axis. Four regions for removal are highlighted. Ribosomal and mitochondrial (Ribo-Mito) genes and non-variable genes 
from the transcriptomic reads are the first two regions highlighted. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and unaligned reads from genomic 
reads are also targeted for removal.
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Figure 1: WTA splits were used to compare the standard 
Visium Spatial Gene Expression results to the depleted 
condition in which samples were processed with Visium 
Spatial Gene Expression plus CRISPRclean Single Cell RNA 
Boost. Both samples were sequenced to 80,000 reads per 
spot and processed with the 10x Space Ranger platform, 
including clustering, differential gene expression, and spatial 
correlation analysis.
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recovers 540 genes. This coverage increase results 
from removing sequencing reads from uninformative 
transcripts, such as ribosomal, mitochondrial, and non-
variable gene content, and remapping those reads onto 
informative transcripts.
To show that the depleted condition will continue to 
give more genes per UMI at all sequencing depths, 
we plotted the number of reads for both tissue types 
in Figure 4 on the x-axis and compared that to the 
sequencing saturation on the y-axis. The depleted 
condition shows more saturation or complexity of the 
library sequence at all sequencing depths compared to 
the control. Further, to achieve a specific sequencing 

Figure 4: Reads for both ovarian tumor and tonsil tissue 
are plotted on the x-axis and compared to sequencing 
saturation on the y-axis. The depleted condition (blue) 
shows higher sequencing saturation for every increase in 
read depth compared to the control condition (purple). The 
arrows indicate that for the recommended 50,000 reads/
spot in the control condition, the same information can be 
found in the depleted condition by sequencing half the 
number of reads or 25,000 reads/spot.
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Depletion Recovers Additional Genes/Spot Over A Range Of 
Sequencing Depths
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Figure 3: The genes per UMI (x-axis) were plotted against 
the tonsil tissue sample’s kernel density estimate (y-axis). 
(A) At 1,000 reads per spot, 50% more genes were detected 
in the depleted tonsil sample (orange) than in the control 
(blue). (B) The genes per UMI (x-axis) were plotted against 
the ovarian tumor tissue sample’s kernel density estimate 
(y-axis). At 1,000 reads per spot, 46% more genes were 
detected in the depleted ovarian tumor sample (orange) 
relative to the control (blue).
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saturation, the researcher only needs half the number 
of reads for the depleted condition compared to the 
control condition. Thus, the researcher can choose 
to save sequencing costs by sequencing half of the 
recommended sequencing depth to obtain the same 
information or sequence at the same depth and reveal 
more information (Figure 4).

Depletion identifies two additional clusters with 
biologically relevant lowly expressed markers.

Additionally, two additional clusters were identified 
when comparing the results of semi-supervised 
clustering using Seurat v4 on ovarian tumor samples 
(Figure 5A). The control sample, on the left, has two 
clusters that split when analyzing the depleted samples. 
Cluster 4, in the control, is divided into clusters 6 and 
9 in the depleted sample, and cluster 2 in the control 
is split into clusters 3 and 8 in the depleted sample. 
Because of the removal of ribosomal, mitochondrial, 
and non-variable gene content in the depleted sample, 

the increased coverage of transcriptomic data in the 
depleted sample allows the identification of more 
unique reads, resulting in the detection of two additional 
clusters of cells.

Further, looking at the gene expression data, the 
top spatially enriched genes for the control show 
similarities but also some key differences compared 
to the depleted condition. The sepal scores give a 
number to quantify gene colocalization with spatial 
structure in tissue. A high sepal score corresponds to 
a gene with a high correlation to a spatial pattern.5 In 
the depleted condition, the gene S100A7 shows a high 
sepal score of 6.178. However, that gene is not in the 
top spatially enriched genes list in the control sample. 
Exploring this further, we confirmed that the S100 
family of genes comprises proteins involved in cellular 
processes implicated in ovarian cancer6. Most S100 
family genes were overexpressed in ovarian cancer 
compared to normal tissues. As seen in Figure 5B, both 

Figure 5A: Semi-supervised clustering was performed using Seurat v4. Clustering performance with standard 10x Visium 
generated libraries (left) and with CRISPRclean depletion (right). Two additional spatially resolved clusters were identified with 
CRISPRclean depletion for Ovarian Tumor samples.
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Control: 9 Clusters Identified  
(Loupe and Seurat)

Depleted: 11 Clusters Identified  
(Loupe and Seurat)

Cluster 4 split into  
cluster 6 and 9

Cluster 2 split into  
cluster 3 and 8
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This product is intended for research purposes only. This product is not intended to be used for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes in humans or animals.

This product is covered by one or more patents, trademarks and/or copyrights owned or controlled by Jumpcode Genomics, Inc. For more information 
about commercial rights, please email us at support@jumpcodegenomics.com. While Jumpcode Genomics develops and validates its products for various 
applications, the use of this product may require the buyer to obtain additional third party intellectual property rights for certain applications.

10x Genomics®, Next GEM®, Visium® and Chromium® are registered trademarks of 10x Genomics, Inc. 

Jumpcode® and CRISPRclean® is a registered trademark of Jumpcode Genomics, Inc.
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S100A7 and S100A9 are found in the depleted condition 
for the ovarian cancer tissue samples, while the control 
condition does not include them in the top spatially 
enriched genes list. This demonstrates the power of 
depletion in bringing important genetic expression data 
to the surface: data is often overshadowed in non-
depleted data due to over-sequencing of ribosomal, 
mitochondrial, and non-variable genetic content.

Conclusion
Spatial genomics promises to shine a light on 
transcriptomic information directly in the tissue 
microenvironment. Often, the most interesting 
information lies in the change of lower abundance 
transcripts. Jumpcode Genomics’ CRISPRclean 
Single Cell RNA Boost kit improves detection of these 
transcripts by effectively removing ubiquitous and 
uninformative sequences.

Ordering information

Catalog Product name Samples

KIT1018 CRISPRclean Single Cell RNA Boost Kit 24

Control Depleted

sepal score sepal score

TMEM52 2.539 S100A7 6.178

XDH 2.515 TMEM52 2.747

ZNF670 2.514 NBPF14 2.251

KCNN3 2.123 AL365361.1 2.135

HIST2H2AC 2.060 UBXN10-AS1 1.911

TENT5C 2.044 S1000A9 1.871

Figure 5B: The top spatially enriched genes in the depleted 
sample are relevant to ovarian tumors. These genes were 
not found in the control condition.
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